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The purpose of this paper, after presenting a summary of known results of the homothe- 
tic motions and the generalized ruled surfaces of n-dimensional Euclidean space E’^, is to define 
the pair of the fixed and moving generalized ruled surfaces under the homothetic motion and 
to give some results about the parameter of distributions, apex segments, and apex angles of the 
pair.

I. Homothetic Modous in

The homothetic motion of a body in n-dimensional Euclidean spa- 
ce is generated by the transformation 

- S c XX
(1) , s = hB

1 0 1 1

where B is a proper orthogonal nxn matrix such that if the transpose of 
B is denoted by B^ and the unit matrix In then B^B = In, h is real 
scalar matrix. The homothetic scale h and the elements of B and c are
continously differentiable fuctions of a real parameter tel; x and x
correspond to the position vectors of the same point with respect to 
the rectangular coordinate frames of the moving space E and the fixed 
space E, respectively. To avoid the case of affine transfomation we as- 
sume that h = h(t) constant.

The equation (1) by differentiation vith respect to t yields

(2) X — Sx —[— c Sx 5 X e E
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where x is the absolute velocity (absolutgeschwindgkeit), Ss 4- c is the 
sliding velocity (fuhrungsgeschwindgkeit), and Sx is the relative ve-
locity (relativgeschwindgkeit). For the 
X e E, from the eguation (2) we have

common fixed points xeE and

(3) Sx 4" c = 0.

In order to find the position at the initial time of these points we must 
solve the equation (3). H.Hacısalihoğlu proved in [5] that

(4) lS(t) I 7^ o, Vt and Vn.

Therefore we get a differentiable curve a of poles in the fixed space
E, called the fixed pole curve. By (1) is uniguely determined the mo- 
ving pole curve â from the fixed pole curve point to point on a(t) == 
Sâ(t) 4- e. That is, the eguations of a and S are

(5) a = Sâ + c.

(6) â. ~ — S * c .

II. Generalized Ruled Surfaces

In any k-dimensional generator Ek(t) = Sp {eı(t),.. .,e]£(t)} of 
(k4-l) — dimens’onal generalized ruled surface <p c E® there ex'sts a
maximKİ liuear subspace K]f_ın(t) c; Ek(t) with the property in every
point of Kk_nı(t) no tangent space of cp is determined (Kij_nı(t) contains
aU singularities of cp in (t)) or tbere exists a maximal linear subspace
Zk-mî (t) with the property that in every point of Zij_m(t) the tangent space
of cp is orthogonal to the asimptotic bundle A(t) = {e^t),..., ek(t), eı(t).,..., 
e^(t)} of the tangent spaces in the points of infinity of Ejî(t) (ali points 
of Z]j_ın(t) have the same tangent space of <p) [2 ]. We cali Kk-m(t) the edge 
space and Zk_nı(t) the Central space in Ek(t) c «p [3]. A point of Zk_nı(t) 
is called a Central point. If cp posseses generators aU of the same type the 
edge spaces resp. the Central spaces generale a generalized ruled surface 
contained in cp which we cali the edge ruled resp. Central ruled surface
[3]. For m = k the edge ruled surface degenerates in the edge of cp.
the Central ruled surface in the line of striction. So the ruled surfaces 
■with edge ruled surface generalize the tangent surfaces of E’, the 
ruled surfaces vith Central ruled surface the ruled surfaces with line 
of striction of E^.
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tp has following parameter representation

(7)
k

. .,Uk) = «(t) 4- S Uiei(t), Uj e ir, tel.
1=]

It is shown in [3] that there exists a distinguished moving orthonor- 
mal fıanıe (ONF) of cp (eı,__ ,ek} with the properties:

i) {eı,.. .,ek} is an ONF of the E]j(t) c

ii) {em+ı,-•-»ek} is an ONF of the Kk_m(t) resp. Zk_nı(t)
Ek(t),

(8) İÜ) Cj =
k

3i]®j + ^i®k+İ5 l<i<nı, Pij = pji. Ki 
İ=1

O,

(9) *“m+r
m
S 3(rn !-r).i<j'. l<r<k—m,

J=1

iv) {cj,...,ek,ak-,-i,...,ak4-nı} is an ONF.

A moving ONF of cp with the properties i. - iv. is called a principal fra- 
me of <p[2].

A leading curve a c E” of a generalized ruled surface tp a leading
curve of the edge resp. Central ruled surface 
vector has the form

<p too iff its tangent

(10)
k

“F 7)ın-ı-iak+m+ı 
1=1

where Tjm+ı 5^ 0, ak+m+ı is a unit vector well defined up to the sign
■vvith the property that {eı,. • • 9*^k?ak-|-i9 * • • çak-j-m^ak+nn-i}' İs an ONF of
the tangent bundle T(t) of tp. One shows: ^m+ı = 0 in tel iff the genera-
tor Ek(t) ç contains the edge space Kk.

c

«

c

(11)

If >]m+ı / 0 we cali

P1 = "f}m+ı l^i

m magnitudes and

1 1 m

the prencipal parameters of distribution [2]. The parameters are direct 
generalizations of the parameter of distribution of the ruled surfaces in 
E’. A generalized ruled surface with Central ruled surface and no prin- 
cipal parameter of distribution (m = 0) is a (k l)-dimensional cylin- 
der. We generahze the definition in [1 ] as
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(12) P = "’V ^Pı- • -Pm î

which is called the parameter of distribution of a generalized ruled 
surface [2].

We cali m magnitudes and

(13) tpı(t,u) = a(t) + uei(t), (t,u) el X IR, 1 i m

2-dimensional principal ruled surfaces of the generalized ruled surface cp 
[4]. For the parametrization (7) and possitive integer p if we have

(14) <p(t + P,U1,. . .,UK-) = . .,Uk)

then we cali cp closed, where p is the period [4].

In the case m=k, we cali k magnitudes and

(15)
P

Lı - -
o

^ı(t)dt, 1 < i k

the apex scgments of cp [4]. Suppose dim T (t) =- k 4’ m 1 = n.
in this case we define m-apex angles of cp. We cali m magnitudes and

(16)
n

Xi = / Wi(t)dt, 1 < i 
o

m

the apex angles of ç [4], where wı, l<i<m, there exist [3]:

âk+i——KiCi 4“
m
s 'rijak+j-hırıak+m+ı + 

3=1

n—k-m
Yixak+Bi+X, 

X=2
1 i m.

(17) ^k^-nı+l —
nı
s Wjak+j — 
i=ı

n—k—m
S Şxak+m+X 5

X=2

âk+m+s
Dİ

'''^sj^k+j + Şsak+m+ı + 
,i=l

B-k-m
S ŞsZ^k+m+^î

where 2^s<n-k-m.

In the çare n=k4-m.4-l, from (17) tve have

(18) Wi — <âk+nı+İ5ak+i 5 1 £7 i m ,

(19) Sk+m+ı —
m
2 wıak+i.

1=1
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III. The Pairs of Generalized Ruled Surfaces Ünler The Homothetic 
Motions

Let a c E and a e E be moving and fixed pole curves, respectively. 
Suppose that {eı(t),. . .,ek(t)} is an orthonormal vector field system at
â(t) and Ek(t) = Sp {eı(t),. . . ,ek(t)}. Then Ek(t) generates a (k^l)
-dimensional ruled surface with the leading curve S in the moving
space E which is called The Moving Ruled Surface (ç). ç has folloving 
parameter representation

(20) cp(t,ûı . . . Û]j) = â(t) +
k
S üıei(t), ûj e ir, tel. 
1-1

Let •[sı(t),. . . ,sk(t)} be an orthogonal vector field system satis- 
faying the following equation at the point «(t) in the fixcd space E:

(21)

If we set

S(eı) = £1 , 1 < i < k .

(22) sı = hej ,1 < i < k ,

then we get orthonormal vector field system (eı,,. - iCk} and therefore
'Ek(t) = Sp {eı,.. .,ek} generates a (k4-l)-dinıensional ruled surface
with leading curve is given by (1) in the fixed space E vvhich is called 
The Fixed Ruled Surface (cp).

From the equations (21), (22), and S = hB we get

(23) Bej = d , 1 < i < k .

On the other hand, for ONF (ej,, . .,eij,â]j+ı,. . of asimptotic
bundle Â(t) of cp, and = Ak+i, 1 < i m, (cı,. . .îCkîak+ı,’ • • 9
a-k+m} İS an ONF of the asimptotic bundle A(t) of cp, where

(24) Ak+i — hak+i , 1 cC i m .

And also, in the case of dimT(t) = k+m-l-l, we have the results:

(25)

(26)

Ak+nn-1 kak-ı-m+ı — Sâk^m+ı ,

âk+m+ı —
m
S Wiak+i .

ı=j

Theorem III.1.. Let cp and <5 be the (k-J-l)—dimensional fixed and 
moving generalized ruled surfaces with the leading curves a and â, 
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respectively. If ieı,,,.,eij} and (e],...,eij} are the ONFs of cp and 
then we have the foUowing results:

(27)

(28)

(29)

i) Pij = Pij , 1 < i < m, 1 < j < k (i j).

if i=j, then (h/h) + Şu = SS"! + Pn ,

ii) Ki = Ki , 1 i m .

Proof. From (22) by differentiation we observe that

El = hci heı ,

Si = (hh 1) Si + h
k \

Pii®j 4“ l^i^k+l)’ 
j=I /

Si = (İıh-l) Si +
k
2 BijSj -|- KiAi£^.i , 1 < i 
j=ı

m .

k
S(30) Sı — (hh 1 Şii) Si -i" Pij^j “k K-iAt+i.

On the other hand, from (21) by differentiation ■vve observe that

Si — Sci -|- Seıa 1
i - - \

Si = SS ' 61 + S j S Pij^j 4“ Ki^k+i) y 
\j=ı /

k
Si — SS * Si 2 pijSj KiAk^^i , i < 1 m

j=l
9

k
(31) Si = (SS * + Şii) Si + S ŞijSj + KiA]5+i . 

j=ı,j*ı

If we consider the equation (30) together with the equation (31), the 
theorem is proved.

Theorem I1I.2. We have the following results:

(32)

(33)
■where,

h Çı = Çı

Ik Um+ı I — lUm+ı I ,
>1 9 1

(34) a —
k _ _
S ^iBi gın+ıâk+m+

1=1
1 9
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(35) a
k

ÇlCj 4“ Dm+ıak+m+l • 
i=l

Proof. From (34) we gct

k
Ss = S ■S Çi "H Dm+ıâk+m+ı p

1=1 /

a. =
k
S

i=l
^iSeı -)- r)m+ıSâ]£^ın_,_ı (Sâ — â).

and using equations (21), (25), and (22) we observe that

(36) «
k _
2 h ^jCi -|" h Dm+ı^k+m+ı • 

1=1

Thus, if we consider the equation (35) together with the equation (36), 
the theorem is proved.

From these theorems we get the foilowing corollaries.

Corollary 1.

İPi I = İh I Ipi I , 1 <.i m.

(38)

Corollary 2.

P = |h| p .

Corollary 3. For the apex segments Lı and L, of the fixed and mo
ving generalized ruled surfaces <p and ç under the closed homothetic 
motion x=Sx-)-c, respectively, we have

(39) dLı == hdLı , 1 m=k.I

Proof.

p
Lı = - j- Çi(t)dt, 1 

o

dLı = — ^ı(t)dt.

m=k,1

Lı = - f ^ı(t)dt , 1 < i m=k ,
o

dLi = - Çı(t)dt , 
and using (32), we get (39).
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Theorem III.3. For the apex angles Âı and Xj of the fixed and mo
ving generalized ruled surfacss tp and ç under the closed homothetic 
motion

X = SS c,

respectively, we have

(40) Xı = Xi + f
p

o
1 m.

Proof. From (35) we get

^k+m+l — Bâi{^ni|i ,

âk+m+ı — Bâk+m+ı 4~ Bâjj-_,.ııı_,.ı ,

and using (19) and (26) we have

—Wı <Bâ]£+ı, Bâif_,_m+ı •> m .
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